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1 Introduction
The LHCb RICH Monitoring, Alignment and Calibration Environment (MACE) should
provide machinery and resources for gathering, monitoring, storing and retrieving all
necessary conditions relevant to the LHCb RICH1 and RICH2 detectors, for use with
the Reconstruction, Simulation and Physics Analysis applications. Online RICH
reconstruction (within HL trigger) and offline reconstruction will be served differently.
Testing facilities will also be part of MACE.
Design, development and deployment of MACE is usecase driven, and therefore this
specification is an evolving document, reflecting current understanding of the goals and
the so far achieved level of implementation. Essentially, the latter will (in future, as
seen at the time of this writing) summarize the bythattimepublished collection of the
RICH MACE Release notes.
The following sections deal with use cases of varying significance, importance,
feasibility and hence – different priority. A rough prioritization is indicated here by
using gray background for lower priority items.

2 Overview of use cases and respective requirements
for tools

This section describes use cases for MACE on the percomponent basis, respective
requirements for tools and their interrelations.

2.1 PVSS  Process Visualization and Control System
The RICH group is planning to monitor a large number of parameters to help with data
analysis and with understanding and debugging the subdetectors. A lot of these
parameters will be determined by hardware sensors (e.g. temperature, pressure, etc.),
though a number of them will come from software monitors (e.g. refraction indexes,
global alignment parameters). All the data from the hardware sensors will be collected
using PVSS.
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Figure 1: Conditions data flow. Redcoloured numbers, 1 – 3, indicate chronological

order of actions. Dotted lines and number (2) represent data flows that do not happen if
the time stamp of the current event still fits into IoVs of all the parameters necessary for
this event, left over from the previous event.
This information will be stored in the “PVSS Archive”, an Oracle database. A subset of
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these parameters that is required by the reconstruction, simulation and physics analysis
software will be copied to the offline Conditions Data Base (CondDB, see section 2.2).
A principal distinction: PVSS Archive is populated once and is essentially immutable,
while CondDB may be repopulated from PVSS Archive using different filter settings.
The number of parameters and the number of their values being stored in the CondDB
should be kept to a reasonable minimum. In this context “minimum” means that the
refresh rate for a parameter in the CondDB should not exceed necessary level of
granularity. Originally, those granularities will be just guesstimates. Later on, this level
will be determined more exactly in a special quantitative study of how variations of the
parameters affect precision of reconstruction (see section 2.6.4). This requirement for
reasonable minimization of the number of parameters and of the number of their values
stored in the CondDB follows mainly from the from the performance considerations
and even more – from the fact that CondDB will be replicated to the LCG tier 1 nodes.
Important general requirement here is that the PVSS “sensitivity”, i.e. PVSS Archive
update rate should be roughly by an order of magnitude higher than that [anticipated]
for CondDB. This will give us some freedom for subsequent tuning of the CondDB
parameter refresh rate granularity. For example, if for some reason it is understood that
the update rate of a certain parameter in not sufficient, we can repopulate CondDB with
this parameter values at a higher refresh rate from the already immutable PVSS
Archive.
The question is: in what terms this “sensitivity” should be measured? There is no
unambiguous answer, because our final goal – to improve precision of the experiment
as a whole, and different parameters may influence that precision in different ways, e.g.
linearly, or logarithmically, etc. It is probably unrealistic to trace down such things
carefully, so if there is no obvious approximation in terms of elementary functions, a
linear dependence may be assumed, and therefore “redundant sensitivity” will most
often mean that parameter variation threshold at the PVSS level will be kept around 10
times smaller than that at the CondDB (and hence at the reconstruction) level.
Following are the use cases (not necessarily sorted in any way) and the already
understood requirements for them.

2.1.1 Pressure monitoring
Physicist wishes to study systematic effects on RICH performance with pressure (but
level of details is missing from CondDB). The tool is needed to:
i.

Access PVSS repository and access pressure info from start date to end date.
Download file in suitable format for Brunel.

ii. Run Brunel and calculate efficiency for default case from CondDB. Also run
reconstruction and pattern recognition with new, downloaded pressure file.
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iii. Create new calibration constants; run the reconstruction to check the results.
iv. Upload new calibration constants to CondDB.

2.1.2 Alarm on instability in parameter values archiving rate
Shift crew wants to be sure that the update rates of PVSS Archive are relatively stable.
The initial update rates will be determined empirically, using initially estimated
precisions (parameter variation thresholds) needed for the parameters. These
precisions will be input to PVSS.
A catastrophic instability of a parameter – hence its update rate – may occur. Several
things may cause it, e.g. breakage of the sensor, rapidly deteriorating condition, etc.
There should be an alarm on such an unusual behavior.
The shift crew wants to be alarmed when the update rate of any parameter increases or
decreases by a certain factor. The tool will be represented by a separate PVSS control
widget on one of the controlroom consoles. It will indicate the health of the PVSS
Archive update process (in accordance with the LHCwide adopted standards of GUI)
with:
i.

“green light” and empty gray parameter field if everything is OK;

ii. appearance of the blackongray parameter entry on the tool's console accompanied
by “yellow light” and a diagnostic saying that the speed of the change reaches
some critical level, e.g. became slower or faster by a factor > 3;
iii. “red light” would similarly indicate a “catastrophe”, when the factor exceeds 10.
The shift crew will be able to look for the cause of such a misbehavior.
This tool will thus serve as an additional protection for the CondDB operation stability,
because CondDB's update rates will follow the corresponding trends of that on PVSS
side, but only will be by a factor of ~10 less granular (in order to have some freedom
for tuning, see section 2.1.5)

2.1.3 Alarm on change of a parameter threshold (granularity criterion)
Shift crew also wants to be aware of any [significant] deliberate change of the PVSS
update rate caused by tuning of some parameter variation thresholds, that is happening
on the CondDB side. The tool therefore should:
i. indicate whether the threshold has changed, and desirably – from which side:
whether it was some change happened within PVSS or it was caused by a
corresponding change on the offline side, caused by some software monitoring tool.
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An erratic action can thus be noticed if it causes anomalously strong change in the
PVSS update rate. In this case the shift crew contacts experts.
As a byproduct, this tool will serve for testing of the CondDBtoPVSS propagation of
parameter threshold changes (see section 2.2.2).

2.1.4 Control over PVSS Archive update rate
Initial PVSS Archive update rate must be somehow determined. This functionality is
builtin with PVSS and can be controlled by defining [by hand] the thresholds for
parameter variations: as soon as a parameter value deviation from the previously stored
value exceeds that threshold, it gets stored as a next entry. This can also be done via
scripts. But what are the criteria?
i.

Ideally, criteria for establishing these thresholds should stem from the
considerations of reconstruction efficiency and precision, and hence – from the
CondDB side.

ii. And this will be a normal automated mode of operation (see section 2.2.2).
iii. But sometimes PVSS operator needs a means of intervention for any additional
testing, tuning, recovering from crashes or mistakes, etc.
iv. Operator also wants to see the history of changes of thresholds;
v. And also the current thresholds used by the CondDB must be reachable;
vi. The history of interventions must get logged.
vii. The tool needed here may well be combined with the tool of section 2.1.2.
Another aspect of this use case is that PVSS Archive will have a unique update rate for
each parameter, but the corresponding update criteria, rates and tools will be different
for online and offline branches of CondDB.
Important point is that this rate will be determined by the more demanding variety of
the CondDB, which is not obvious in advance. Therefore the criteria should be
designed in such a way that there is no a priory preference which CondDB variety has a
prevailing say in this. But most likely, of course, this role will belong to the offline
one.

2.1.5 PVSStoonlineCondDB data transfer filter
The online CondDB must get updated from PVSS almost onfly. A general facility
should exist here serving all subsystems of LHCb.
An agreement should be reached at the LHCb level here on who will implement this.
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Certainly each component, including RICH, will need to be able to independently tune
its parameter transfer rates. Therefore, this kind of interface – standardized reasonably –
will be developed by each component individually.
The PVSStoonlineCondDB tool is needed here to transfer data from PVSS Archive
to CondDB. This tool should work smart: it should update the CondDB at a lower rate
than that at the PVSS archive level. This filtering rate – or you may call it reduction rate
– should be tunable and be able to work both at constant frequency (fixed interval
between the updates) and on the asneeded basis, i.e. only when variation of a parameter
exceeds a certain level.

2.1.6 PVSStoofflineCondDB data transfer filter
This facility will be very much similar to its online sibling but more sophisticated. This
should be able to repopulate CondDB with different “reduction factors”, etc.
In fact, this kind of tool should be “dualheaded” like the “Russian Eagle” in a sense
that it should be interfaced from both sides: from PVSS and from CondDB. This is a
special theme and it needs further investigation. But partly it will be discussed in section
2.2.2.
The general requirements and design of the interface between PVSS and CondDB will
depend on how online CondDB will be related to offline CondDB. That remains to be
seen.

2.1.7 Control for the CondDB update rate
Physicist responsible for the consistency of the CondDB update rate will want to:
i.

test, monitor and tune it, in particular, how the changes in the criteria on the
CondDB side influence criteria on the PVSS side. Or whether as a result of
increasing precision on the CondDB side there is a saturation level hit on the PVSS
side, i.e. there is not enough available granularity any more.

ii. This tool will permit to monitor and tune the CondDB refresh rate. This will
actually control the criteria for generating signal from the PVSS side to cause the
update of the RICH Conditions. Possibility of manual and/or scripted operation
should be provided.
iii. It should be possible to simulate variations of parameters on the PVSS entry and on
the PVSStoonlineCondDB filter stage. That will be needed for testing and
tuning purposes.
In fact, there are tree different categories of these use cases:
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2.1.7.1 Data already taken, trying to optimize precision/performance during re
reconstruction
i. If we are decreasing precision – it is safe, we are just updating CondDB “less
frequently” against the PVSS archive.
ii. If we are increasing precision – it is not safe: we can hit the limit of PVSS
Archive update precision. This is the case when vigilance should be used, and
we should be aware of reaching such a limitation.
2.1.7.2 Decision made to alter precision needed for reconstruction during the next running
period
This is the case when after some analysis we come to conclusion that we need to
increase precision, or on the contrary – that it is safe to decrease precision of
following some parameter's variations because it will not decrease precision of
reconstruction (but reduce amount of data to store and improve the DB
performance), for the coming running period.
Here it is important to make sure that the redundancy factor of the PVSS Archive
update rate will stay constant. As we already discussed in section 2.1, this factor is just
the ratio: (parameter change to trigger the CondDB update)/(parameter change to trigger
the PVSS Archive update). We will keep it at around 10.

2.2 CondDB – the Conditions Data Base
There are two instances of CondDB – online and offline – and there is an essential
difference between them. Online CondDB will be filled in real time and will have only
one version.
The LHCb offline CondDB will contain all the parameters of the experiment that are
required by the Simulation, Reconstruction and Physics software. Every “condition” 
an entry in the CondDB – will have an Interval of Validity (IOV) and a version tag.
One condition can have a number of parameters that have the same IOV. In this way the
number of transactions in the database is kept to a minimum. In the tables below the
Conditions and the number of parameters are shown. This grouping of parameters into
Conditions may have to change when the exact implementation of the hardware is
finalized.
There are quite a number of tools expected here. Partly, because there will be no oneto
one correspondence between PVSS and CondDB in a sense, that there will be, e.g.,
simulated sets (=“versions”) of conditions not originating from the PVSS. Also some
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sets of “constants” will come independent of PVSS.

2.2.1 Populating CondDB with nonPVSSoriginating parameters
There should be a tool to populate the CondDB with other than PVSSoriginating
parameters. This tool should have an option of setting versions and of course of
automatic check for existence/replacement of a particular version number.
Such a tool will also be a means to test the machinery of fetching the conditions to
Brunel starting from CondDB via COOL, ... Update Manger Service.

2.2.2 Backpropagation of parameter thresholds from CondDB to PVSS
When as a result of some tuning, a parameter threshold is changed, the proportionate
change should be made on the PVSS side. Generally, but not always. Only when
physicist decides that the change can be made. This excludes cases when such threshold
change at CondDB is made in the process of testing and iterative tuning.
Therefore the tool should be available to:
i.

propagate to PVSS the signal that a certain parameter threshold should be changed;

ii. this should be done after a manual intervention of physicist, who decides that the
change should be permanent.
It is worthwhile to again place a reminder here that the granularity of the PVSS Archive
update rate should be kept by a factor of ~10 higher than that of CondDB. This will
achieved in terms of absolute precision because the reconstruction precision will be
most likely determined by the absolute precision of parameters.

2.2.3 Replay/simulate PVSStoCondDB update series
Sometimes it may become necessary to repopulate CondDB with data from PVSS
archive with, say, finer granularity (at the filter level).
The tool should be able to replay any sequence of CondDB updates using PVSS
archives with some different filtering criteria. This should also include possibility to
simulate such a sequence with different numbers and/or update criteria. I that case the
update will not originate from the PVSS archive.
Versioning schema should perhaps envisage convenient way of distinguishing between
versions of real and simulated sets of conditions.
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2.2.4 Monitoring performance impact on CondDB
Load imposed on CondDB by RICH should be monitored. Perhaps this will be part of a
more general tool monitoring overall performance of the CondDB.
A tool (utilizing some standard Oracle's facilities) should show the breakdown of
performance load by item, or by group of items, separately – on input from PVSS and
on the Update Manager Service side.
This will be a testing tool, which will help to optimize the grouping of the conditions
and in general – performance of CondDB with respect to RICH.

2.3 Questionably feasible simple parametrization of the parameters
variation with time
Theoretically, we can keep track of a parameter behavior approximated by a 24 term
polynomial function of time (instead of one single number). Then there will happen a
competition (in terms of performance) between the more frequent update rate with
single numbers and less frequent update rate but with four times more numbers... It is
not clear in advance which is better.
The only thing is clear: if the Update Manager Service will use the parametrized
behaviors of the parameters, it will:
i.

supply Brunel with more precise values (due to “prediction”)

ii. will have to lookup the DB less frequently (in case the events are coming with not
very large time intervals between them) i.e. IoVs will be on average longer
iii. the Update Manager Service will simply “calculate” the values instead of looking
them up.

2.4 Online environment
The baseline solution for the High Level trigger does not use information from the
RICH system. However, recent studies have shown that trigger efficiency could be
improved with the use of RICH information. Therefore the online environment should
not prohibit the use of RICH data.
The refractive index of the gas radiators depends on temperature and pressure, neither
of which is controlled. The temperature of the RICH gases will be the ambient
temperature of the experiment and the pressure will follow the atmospheric pressure.
For this reason it should be possible to change the conditions associated with the
refractive index of the gas radiators during a run. The frequency of these updates is
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expected to be small (less than once per run), and there will be predefined values which
when crossed, will trigger an update of the online version of CondDB. The conditions
which may require changing online are: temperature, pressure and average refraction
index (see section 3.1), which are, however, all correlated. The online CondDB entities
will not have versions (or maybe only one single version, for compatibility) and will be
openended. It may well be acceptable to make updates only between the runs.
Alternatively, when there is a necessity to make changes in the online CondDB the run
may be stopped for a while, and then resumed when the update is complete. This
approach would yield better stability and easier bookkeeping. This solution seems more
feasible.
For trigger studies, we should be able to play with conditions one way or another, and a
respective “Injection” tool to populate the online Conditions with alternative sets of
parameter values. Therefore there still should be a certain versioning mechanism that
will permit to identify the particular version of online Conditions and straighten
procedure of subsequent simulation of triggering with MCgenerated events.
Consequently, online Conditions version should be possible to be retrieved from a
corresponding tag in the event label. The triggering software versions should be stored
exact same way as that for the reconstruction software.
Any version of code used at least once for triggering of data or MC events should be
stored forever so that we can reproduce it at a later time if we need to compare more
MC with data or with previous MC. So far this is the default, however.

2.5 Performance optimization of data flow between CondDB and
CondUMS – Conditions Update Manager Service
2.5.1 Fetching conditions ondemand
Here “updating” means taking care that the Brunel reconstruction job uses proper
values of the conditions for the currently reconstructed event. By design, Update
Manager Service is responsible for this. Potentially, we are facing certain performance
bottlenecks in the process of delivering of the correct conditions for an event due to be
reconstructed.
Typically, there will be hundreds of farm computers querying a single instance of
CondDB. Hence, the primary goal – to minimize the load at the DB. This can be
achieved by minimizing the amount of requested numbers. Therefore:
i.

The incoming event list due to be reconstructed should be chronologically ordered
as much as possible (see section 2.6.5)
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ii. Concrete decision about the list of numbers to be retrieved from the CondDB is to
be taken by the UMS.
This decision will be made by comparing the event time with the [sorted in the
ascending order] list of IoV ends of the parameters used for the previous event; only
those parameters who's IoV end has already expired, are requested from the CondDB.
This is supposed to be done using listdirected Simultaneous bulk retrieval method of
the COOL API.
It is important, that such a comparison should be made well enough in advance of the
actual need, in order to avoid the waiting.
In some cases current event will need some parameters not used in the previous events,
and therefore absent in the list. In such a case these parameters will be requested onfly,
causing perhaps some waiting delay, but this cannot be avoided. If more than one
reconstruction job will be running on a single box – the latter waiting will not degrade
overall efficiency of the farm.
Another problem seen with respect of the previous paragraph is that such rarely used
parameters will increase unneeded search and blank request overhead for subsequent
events for which these parameters are not needed. Several less or more sophisticated
approaches can be used to eliminate this effect, like aging or memorizing the average
frequency of their usage. As a result, infrequently used parameters will be discarded
from the UMS cache until further demand from some event.

2.5.2 Bulk retrieval of data pertaining to a contiguous period of time
Performance may well be better if the whole data for all IoVs belonging to a certain
fixed period of time (one hour or maybe simply one run) is downloaded into the cache
of the UMS of a perticular box dealing with the events [not scarcely scattered in time]
and then all transactions will be performed by UMS using only Transient Store.

2.6 Reconstruction
2.6.1 Versatile schema of version tags
Such a schema should provide – apart from apparent things – convenient means of
distinguishing between different versions of real as well as simulated Conditions data.
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2.6.2 Simulated conditions input to reconstruction
We will need to test different sets of conditions. Those may be derived from real PVSS
stored data or simply “invented”  in any case, for uniformity sake these sets of
conditions data should be stored the same way as any other – in CondDB, provided with
a corresponding version tag.
Additionally, some conditions (constants) will not come from PVSS by their nature. But
again, for the sake of uniformity we will store them in CondDB with an appropriate tag.
So everything will be taken from the CondDB (or its sibling) just because we need an
uniform bookkeeping system for all kinds of versions of whatever we use for processing
of the events. Therefore, Brunel will get its input always from CondDB. The only thing
will be – how to manually choose the proper set of versions of all the elements.
In case of preselected set of events – as a result of some analysis – the proper set of
conditions will be automatically compiled by the preprocessor and fed to Brunel by
Update Manager Service

2.6.3 Fitting alignment parameters
Algorithm should be available for obtaining best estimates of alignment parameters by
fitting sets of events where e.g. the K’s are well predicted. The functional for such a fit
will be a series of properly selected events reconstructed with a certain set of
Conditions parameters under variation.
This section is to be extended...

2.6.4 Optimization of CondDB refresh rates and Intervals of Validity
As a byproduct of the previous algorithm we will be able to tune individual parameter
tolerances in accordance with their influence on the final uncertainty of particle
identification. In other words – make refresh rates / intervals of validity reasonable and
justified from the point of view of their approximately equal [overall] influence on the
precision of the reconstruction.
The concept of updating of the Conditions DB on the asneeded basis is quite feasible
and will optimize the balance between the precision of reconstruction and the CondDB
performance. The actual moment when the update is needed will be determined by the
section's 2.1.5 PVSStoCondDB filter tool pertaining to the PVSS area.
As a consequence, a number of parameters will be represented by openended interval
of validity. Technically, such periods will be terminated by a particular choice of the
overall time range (or convention on simulated sample) of the events under
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reconstruction. Upon reach of the end of this interval a new portion of the Conditions
data will be loaded into the transient store.

2.6.5 Preordering tool for rereconstruction
In a number of cases there is a need to rereconstruct in a different way a subset of
events selected as a result of some study. The preordering tool will gather information
from the labels of the selected events and pointers to these events. It will then order the
list of events, typically by time, and pass it to the UpdateManager. The UpdateManager
will prepare XML files that will contain conditions specifically suitable for the the
chosen events.
The corresponding query to the CondDB can probably be parallelized, and therefore
optimized in performance. The tool must be able to decide which size of the volume of
conditions is optimal from the point of overall performance, including CondDB and
reconstruction.
This tool will be especially efficient for sets of events sparsely scattered in time
(section 2.6.6.2).
Functionality of the preordering tool is based on the arrayization of transientstored
conditions DCR (section 2.6.6).

2.6.6 Design Change Request: arrayization of Conditions data with
different [subsequent] IOVs
This DCR is actually a proposal to migrate from keeping in transient store conditions
with their single instance of IOV, to storing whole arrays of values of a single
condition for a succession of IOVs in the transient store.
This implies an essentially different approach to the use of the Conditions. Two
categories of cases are probably seen here (exaggerated examples):
2.6.6.1 Chronologically compact set of events
When a chronologically compact set of events is going to be reconstructed,
collected during, say, 24 hours of the day before yesterday, then a whole load of
conditions' values during that period will be put into the transient store. This
means, that generally speaking, a condition will be represented by a array with the
number of elements (name, value, beginIOV, endIOV) equal to the number of
changes + 1 of that particular parameter during that period of time.
If a parameter did not change at all during a given time interval, there will be only
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one value with its IOV equal just to that time interval.
2.6.6.2 Sparsely scattered in time events
In this case full power of the Preprocessing tool will be used (see section 2.6.5).
These events are so distant from each other in time that IOVs of the most of the
conditions do not overlap for them.
So ultimately, every event will have its individual IOV for most of the relatively
rapidly changing conditions.
We should define a maximal number of elements (different IOVs) in an array of
parameter values.

2.7 Simulation (Gauss)
While creating MC samples (at the detector level) it is imperative to reproduce the
running conditions of the experimental data sample we are going to compare with.
This can be achieved by reproducing in MC sample the distribution of data events over
the running conditions. But the number of events in MC will typically be by an order of
magnitude larger. Technically, this will be a “percentage” approach, where for every
number of data events under certain combination of conditions the same throughthe
sample percentage of MC events will be produced.

2.7.1 Tabulating persample distribution of events over conditions
For a particular event sample this tool should yield a “arrayized” XML file (or a series
of such files) containing numbers of events for every intersection of IOVs of all
parameters. Then an arbitrary number of MC events can be produced that complies with
the data distribution over the conditions.

2.7.2 Tool to simulate a succession of conditions variations at the PVSS
level
With MC we run into forking of the conditions concept. When dealing with real data we
were concerned only about varying the precision of the mapping of the real conditions
onto an approximate grid of parameter values. In the MC case our concern starts at
simulating of the initial running conditions, equivalent to the PVSS level. We inevitably
will be playing with these “initial” conditions, examining sensitivity of the
reconstruction, etc. – on one hand, and on the other – testing functionality and
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performance of the CondDB, etc.
So to be consistent with our previously formulated principles, this tool should:
i. Store values directly into PVSS Archive (so that that we simulate in a most natural
way).
ii. Be able to attach a certain version tag (ideally, at the PVSS Archive level) and to
pass this tag to the CondDB.

2.8 Physics analysis
2.8.1 Tool to prepare list of events as input to preprocessing tool
While performing analysis of events with the aim of selecting a group of events of
interest a tool should be available for producing a list of these events. Further on, this
list is to be fed to the preprocessing tool which will order them and yield an ordered list
which will guide the UpdateManager in collating XML files with the corresponding
conditions.

2.9 Data Quality Shift Crew
The Data Quality Shift Crew (DQSC) should be able to monitor not only things like
performance of HL trigger, Kidentification efficiency or angular resolution. RICH
MACE should give DQSC a possibility to examine the influence of conditions changes
on the quality of the data.
This theme is yet to be expanded but some of the use case has already been discussed in
the the PVSSrelated sections.

2.10 Grid realm
All LHCb Tier 1 nodes will suggest an ORACLE DB (with at least COOL/3D
environment).
We need here a “porridge”/slicing tool for MC production.

2.11 Testing tools
Every usage case will be equipped by testing facilities in form of scripts and/or manual
controls.
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2.12 Cooperation and coordination with other subcomponents’
MACEs
Most of the RICH MACE tools and algorithms will have their counterparts at other
LHCb subcomponents. Therefore software will be designed, developed and tested in
coordinated and cooperative manner with the friendly teams.

2.13 Global alignment
There is an opportunity to to organize cooperation between different components, e.g.
RICH and CALO. This is under discussion.

3 RICH conditions
The following parameters have been identified as necessary for the
reconstruction/physics software and should therefore be in the conditions database. A
tabulated property is a table of two columns describing a property. A RICH requirement
for the CondDB is that it is to be able to store arrays.

3.1 Radiators
Definitions
Condition

Type
(bytes)

Number of
parameters

Offline
temperature
Offline
pressure
Online
temperature
Online
pressure
Average
refraction
index /
average Ch
angle: gases

Float
(4)

4 (2 per gas
radiator)
4 (2 per gas
radiator)
2 (1 per gas
radiator)
2 (1 per gas
radiator)

Float (4
Float
(4)
Float
(4)
Float
(4)

8 (2 per gas
radiator in 2
momentum bins)

Calculations

Parameter update
pattern

Update
period

Bytes
per
up
date

1 at arbitrary time

1 hour

4

100

400

1 at arbitrary time

1 hour

4

100

400

1 at arbitrary time

5 hours

4

10

40

1 at arbitrary time

5 hours

4

10

40

1 at arbitrary time:
calculated from
pressure &
temperature

1 hour

4

200

800
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Up
dates
per day

Bytes
per
day

Average
refraction
index /
average Ch
angle: aerogel
Aerogel
parameters
Sellmier
coefficient
Aerogel
surface
quality

Float
(4)

Float
(4)
Float
(4)
Float
(4)

4 (2 in 2
momentum bins)

32 (2 per tile)
12 (4 per radiator)
64 (4 per tile)

4 at scheduled
measurement
32 at scheduled
measurement
12 at scheduled
measurement
64 at scheduled
measurement

1 hour

16

24

400

1 year

128

0.003

0

1 year

48

0.003

0

1 year

256

0.003

1

Table 1: Conditions for radiators.

3.2 Mirrors
Definitions

Calculations

Type
(bytes)

Number of
parameters

Parameter
update pattern

Update
period

Bytes
per
update

Up
dates
per day

Bytes
per
day

Reflectivity

Tabulated
Property
(1K)

120 (1 per
mirror)

120 at scheduled
measurement

1 year

123 K

0.003

340

Reflectivity
scale:
degrading
w/o
changing
shape

Float (4)

120 (1 per
mirror)

120 at scheduled
measurement

1 month

480

0.03

16

960

~1

960

4

48

200

Condition

Alignment
soft, from
data
Alignment
by laser
sensors

Float (4)

240 (2 per
mirror)

240 at arbitrary
time

initially
½ day,
later
1 week

Float (4)

Only 48 (2 per
monitored
mirror)

1 at arbitrary
time

1 day

Table 2: Conditions for mirrors.
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3.3 HPDs
Definitions
Condition

Quantum
efficiency
Scale QE:
degrading w/o
changing shape.
monitored at
DAQ
Anode position:
sensor inside
HPD
Demagnifi
cation (w/o
field): position
on photocatod –
position on anod
Magnetic field
mapping
option1

Calculations
Bytes per
update

Up
dates
per
day

Bytes
per day

Type
(bytes)

Number of
parameters

Parameter
update pattern

Up
date
period

Tabu
lated
proper
ty (1K)

484 (1 per
HPD)

5 at shutdown:
HPD
replacements

1 year

5K

0.014

14

Float
(4)

484 (1 per
HPD)

1 per HPD

1 year

4

1.3

5

Float
(4)

968 (2 per
HPD)

10 at shutdown:
HPD
replacements

1 year

40

1.3

50

Float
(4)

1,452 (3 per
HPD)

15 at shutdown:
HPD
replacements

1 year

60

1.3

80

991,232 at
scheduled
measurement

1/2
month

991 K

0.07

66 K

4840 at
scheduled
measurement

1/2
month

5K

0.07

320

Float
(4)

991,232
(2×1024 per
HPD for each
polarity)
4840 (2×50
per HPD for
each polarity:
interpolation
onfly)

Magnetic field
mapping
option2

Float
(4)

HPD
inefficiency

Float
(4)

484 (1 per
HPD)

5 at shutdown:
HPD
replacements

1 year

20

0.01

0

HPD dark count
rate monitored
at no load:
5Khz/HPD
5Hz/pixel;
readout
25ns=40MHz

Float
(4)

968 (2 per
HPD)

2 per HPD

1
month

8

16

130
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HPD position

Float
(4)

Temperature of
N2 gas
Pressure of N2
gas

Float
(4)
Float
(4)

242 per HPD
panel: at HPD
replacement
4 (1 per HPD
panel)
4 (1 per HPD
panel)

968 at shutdown:
5 HPD
replacements
1 at arbitrary
time
1 at arbitrary
time

1 year

1K

0.003

3

1 day

4

4

16

1 day

4

4

16

Table 3: Conditions for HPDs.
The magnetic field mapping option 1 assumes that there will be a map of the 1024
pixels to 1024 (x, y) points on the HPD window surface. Option 2 assumes that the
location on the HPD window will be calculated from 6 parameters per HPD.
There may be a light detector in the HPD boxes for safety purposes which can be
monitoring background light from optic fibers.

3.4 RICH System
Definitions
Condition

List of
inactive
pixels

Pixel
threshold
fine: in the
pixel chip 3b
number,
setting in
electronics
needed in
digitization
for
simulation
Pixel
threshold
global: one
per HPD

Calculations

Parameter update
pattern

Up
date
period

Bytes per
update

Up
dates
per
day

Bytes
per
day

80 K

0.02

1.3 K

Type
(bytes)

Number of
parameters

Integer
(4)

4000 (1%)
initially up to
5 times more;
monitored,
initially –
more
frequently

?
80 K

2
month
initial
ly

Float
(4)

3,964,928
(1 per Alice
pixel)

small fraction: 10%
determined during
shutdowns

1 year

1.6 K

0.003

4.3 K

Float
(4)

484 (1 per
HPD)

small fraction: 10%
determined during
shutdowns

1 year

200

0.003

0
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Charge
sharing

Float
(4)

small fraction: 10%
determined during
shutdowns;
may change because
of radiation
damaging

484 (1 per
HPD)

1 year

200

0.003

0

Table 4: Conditions for the RICH system.

3.5 Simulation
There are a number of parameters that are required mostly by the simulation, that we do
not expect to change regularly, however they will require updating if there is some
hardware failure. These properties may not be part of the CondDB initially, but may
have to be added at a later date.
Definitions
Condition

Absorption
length of gas
quartz
window
Refractive
index of gas
quartz
window
Absorption
length of
HPD quartz
window
Refractive
index of
HPD quartz
window
Absorption
length of
C4F10
Absorption
length of
CF4

Type
(bytes)

Number of
parameters

Tabulated
property
(1K)

42 (1 per HPD
panel)

Tabulated
property
(1K)

42 (1 per HPD
panel)

Tabulated
property
(1K)

484 (1 per
HPD)

Tabulated
property
(1K)

484 (1 per
HPD)

Tabulated
property
(1k)
Tabulated
property
(1K)

Parameter
update pattern
8 (known from
manufacturer) at
shutdown: HPD
replacements
8 (known from
manufacturer) at
shutdown: HPD
replacements
5 (known from
manufacturer) at
shutdown: HPD
replacements
8 (known from
manufacturer) at
shutdown: HPD
replacements

Calculations
Update
period

Bytes
per
update

Up
dates
per
day

Bytes
per
day

1 year

8K

0.003

22

8K

0.003

22

1 years

500 K

0.003

1.4 K

1 years

500 K

0.003

1.4 K

1 year

1

1 at arbitrary time

10
years

1K

0.0003

0

1

1 at arbitrary time

10
years

1K

0.0003

0
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Refractive
index of the
aerogel filter
Absorption
length of the
aerogel filter
HPD point
spread
function
HPD high
voltage

Tabulated
property
(1K)
Tabulated
property
(1K)

1

1 at filter change

1 year

1K

0.003

3

1

1 at arbitrary time

1 year

1K

0.003

3

Float (4)

484 (1 per
HPD)

5 at shutdown:
HPD replacements

1 year

20

1.3

5

Float (4)

64 (2 per
column)

1 at arbitrary time

1 year

4

0.2

0

Table 5: Conditions for simulation.

3.6 Storage of software versions
When an event is reconstructed it should receive a label which includes versions of the
reconstruction software, and in case of MC event – versions of the simulation software.
The CondDB should store some sort of link to the current location of each particular
software version. Though there might be only a few releases per year, a strict
bookkeeping should be in place. The “s/w stamp” should also include information about
compiler and options used. Or simply a complete set of binary libraries belonging to the
days when the event was produced and processed.
Knowledge of the software version is needed when we are planning to produce a MC
sample which should correspond to a particular [reconstructed] data sample. Again,
Preprocessing tool (see sections 2.6.5 and 5.11) will be needed here.
In this case input to the Preprocessing tool will be the userdefined list of data events
with which this MC is intended to be compared. As an example, such a list may be the
result of some physics analysis of the existing set of events. The preprocessing tool will
order the list – typically by time – and after that, it will produce input to both the
Update Manager Service and to Brunel. The latter will get information which
reconstruction s/w version was used for each [group] of selected events.
Equally, trigger software versions should be stored and retrieved from the event headers
and Simulation of triggering should take all this into account.

4 Performance considerations for CondDB
4.1 RICH only
To properly design architecture of the CondDB (perhaps also COOL API, UMS, etc.) it
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is important to estimate typical load of one instance of the CondDB. For that we need to
consider the following input (from RICH conditions only):
i.

realtime triggered event recording frequency is ~ 2 KHz (less than HLT maximal
frequency of ~ 5 KHz) (EventsTriggeredPerSecond = 2000);

ii. an event reconstruction will take ~ 1 s (EventsReconstructedPerSecond = 1) on a
mainstream CPU;
iii. each CPU will host one reconstruction job (JobsPerCPU = 1);
iv. each CondDB will host up to ~ 2000 CPUs (CPUsPerCondDB = 2000);
v. total number of parameter updates per datataking day is roughly ~ 500 which
translates into average periodicity of updates ~ 3 min (once in ~ 200 s, or once over
400 K events);
vi. average number of changed bytes per day BytesChangedPerDay = 80 K or
BytesChangedPerSecond = 1, i.e. only 1 B/s; so the overall traffic is modest, but
that is only on average: what will actually be happening and being stored in the
CondDB will be mostly determined by biggest onetime updates;
vii. biggest onetime updates: 1 MB/15 days and 2 0.5 MB/1 year...
So, for one reconstruction job, under nottheworstcase scenario, i.e. when all
conditions are stored in the Transient Store of this job and kept up to date for every
event, independent of whether the current event needs all of them or not, and events are
coming in chronological order, the average rate of bytes needed to be delivered over the
wire will be
BytesSentPerSecondPerJob =
3*(EventsReconstructedPerSecond/EventsTriggeredPerSecond) ,
i.e. only 1/2000 B/s per job. This number would represent the natural rate of changes of
the Conditions to be fed to a single job, if it were running alone over a sequence of
consecutively triggered events.
Now, to the CondDB load. Since one event reconstructs in 1 s, 2000 concurrent jobs in a
farm will give reconstruction rate exactly = 2 KHz, which is equal to the realtime
triggering rate (2 KHz). So, at first glance, it may seem that for such a reconstruction
rate the average rate of the bytesoverthewire will be exactly 1 B/s.
But in a farm, these events (even though belonging to a contiguous period of time and
chronologically ordered) will be fed in random manner to all 2000 CPUs of the farm. In
other words, in this case on average: interval between subsequent event times per one
job will be already 1 s, and therefore given the events in the sequence are
chronologically ordered, the volume of changes needed for one job will now be 1 B
from event to event. And this is already 1 B/s per job, and hence – per CPU and also
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per logical connection to the ConDB.
So for RICH we end up with total bytesoverthewire rate per one CondDB attached to
a farm of 12000=2 KB/s, which is 0.1 Mb/s and can fairly well fit into ordinary
100 Mb Ethernet.
Certainly, the above scenario will produce catastrophic spikes of update requests and –
consequently – of response traffic. But let us see how harmful these spikes might be, if
at all.

4.1.1 Traffic
Because all jobs will stumble at a necessity to update a certain parameter almost
simultaneously, e.g. 2000 requests for a 1 MB lump of data within 1 s, which is 2 GB/s,
but for a bunch of 10 1GbEthernet channels attached to the CondDB it will require
only 20% of each channel's capacity. This will happen relatively rarely (equivalent of 1
week). In such exceptional cases a farm may suffer some loss of CPU utilization
(because of network throttling), but for an insignificantly short period of time (perhaps
< 1 min per day for the whole experiment).

4.1.2 CondDB
The situation here is less scary than it might seem. Since all jobs will request exact
same information (because their event times will certainly hit exact same IoV), it is
certainly worthwhile on the CondDB side to perform the query only once, and then
keep the view at hand for a while and continue sending the same response over the wire,
until all the jobs are satisfied. This will last for 1 s or so. In Any case, if the events are
ordered chronologically, the view can be dropped as soon as a request comes with event
time that exceeds the upper edge of its common IoV.
The resulting rate of such “singleized” queries will be again equal to “natural”, i.e. one
in ~ 3 min per instance of CondDB + farm of 2000 CPU.
There is a subtlety, though. All looks good if we think in terms of “first get all updates
for this event time”, which means that after reconstruction of an event has begun all
needs for updates are already claimed and satisfied. This is not in line with the notion of
fetching updates [from the CondDB] only if a certain algorithm that needs it is actually
invoked for this particular event. In the latter case there may happen sort of “overlap”:
while one of the events is only going to demand a certain condition (which cannot be
foreseen) another event with time stamp beyond the current IoV may come and ask for
a new portion of Conditions. In that case we face necessity of keeping the previous view
for some more time, just for case some event still under reconstruction may need a
number of two of it.
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This is not a big issue, because we know that such a delay may not be longer than one
event reconstruction time. But in this case we will have to keep maybe several such
aging views and build a logic around this. Since we know that the traffic is typically
very small, except for single special conditions [usable presumably by every event] it is
unlikely that we will gain any significant performance improvement [with such a
delayed demand] while the price – significant increase in sophistication (and, as a
matter of fact – in development, testing and debugging efforts and in CPU
consumption).
So it seems better to fetch all conditions updates for the given event time even though it
may occur during the reconstruction, that some of them will not be used. Also the logic
becomes more simple and transparent, etc. This is especially worthwhile because
otherwise one should develop some aging mechanism for conditions that are already
fetched but rarely needed, to avoid updating them for subsequent events even though
they do not need them, which otherwise would be a reduction to the simple case but
with a lot of additional overhead.

4.1.3 Overshutdown jump
Such a situation will happen when next events belong to a different year of running. In
that case quite a lot of changes may be needed to reload massively, and the situation
will be close to just a mere initiation of a reconstruction run, which is an inevitable evil.
Generally, performance during the initiation should be carefully tested and if it is a
serious bottleneck some special measures may be considered, like initiation of the nodes
in some order, with some kind of queue so that not to congest the Ethernet.
Anyway, this case once again shows importance of chronological ordering.

4.1.4 Initialization of the Update Manager Service
At starting of the reconstruction (for instance, after a “reboot” of the farm) the whole
bunch of conditions, etc. will be loaded to every node of the farm. The amount of bytes
is highly predictable in this case and should be gathered for the whole LHCb. If the load
appears to be too high one of possible solutions – to limit the number of connections, so
that the nodes get updated in portions, meaning that some of the nodes will be waiting,
while the others are in the process of being updated.

4.2 RICH plus the rest of the LHCb subdetectors
Also on the positive side is the fact, that other subdetectors' heavyweight requests most
likely will not be synchronized, thus not adding up to the volume per spike. And so if
we are thinking in terms of the whole LHCb, we can perhaps safely assume that the
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traffic will be smeared over the time, and so even if total average volume of changes per
s will be 1000 times larger than that of only RICH (which does not seem likely) it will
still total to only 100 Mb/s (0.1 Mb/s1000) of traffic which can't be a problem. On the
CondDB side migration from 1 query/s to 1000 queries/s also can' be looked at as a
catastrophe.
So “the future looks good”, and part of the sophistication can be skipped in favor of
more simple solutions because gain over already satisfactory performance will not be
significant and hence – not worth of effort.

4.3 A farm: to share or not to share?
Another aspect of the conditions updates fetching performance problem is whether it is
better to share a farm with other experiments, or simply to run several “streams” of
LHCb data simultaneously. The latter will probably be the default case anyway, because
average length of a contiguous event file will be about 500 events (recorded almost in
the same order as they were triggered). Thus a farm of 2000 nodes will actually be
handling 4 [generally] independent streams of events, chronologically ordered only
within a particular stream.
In case the average periodicity of updates is several minutes [in real time] the
consequence is twofold:
i.

the load of the CondDB in terms of the query rate increases by a factor of
2000/500=4

ii. the traffic per one update decreases by the same factor, and hence – the peak traffic.
In other words, there must be some approximate optimum in terms of the number of
independent “streams” of events being fed to a farm, where both the CondDB load and
the traffic between the CondDB and the farm are at about the same level (e.g. ~60 %). If
the load is beyond that level, the hardware setup should be reconsidered.

4.4 Main proposals for optimization
There are only three principal things:
i.

a view [response] must be retained [cached] for 1 s or so to get all [2000] nodes of a
farm updated;

ii. events must be fed to a farm predominantly in chronological order,
iii. all updates for an event must be fetched into TDS at once, at the beginning of event
reconstruction, judging only by its time stamp, even if not all of them will
eventually be used for this event.
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5 Design and implementation details of the MACE

algorithms, tools and the respective testing facilities
This part will be gradually filled later on when we start design and development.

5.1 PVS archiving rate monitor

5.2 Control of PVSS archive update rate

5.3 Control for the CondDB update rate

5.4 CondDB populator with nonPVSSoriginating parameters

5.5 CondDB repopulator from PVSS

5.6 Backpropagator of parameter thresholds from CondDB to
PVSS

5.7 CondDB performance monitor
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5.8 Online versioning

5.9 Conditions simulator for reconstruction input

5.10 Alignment fitter

5.11 Preprocessing tool

5.12 Optimizer of conditions update granularity

5.13 Preordering tool

5.14 Arrayization of Conditions IOV

5.15 Data distribution over conditions profiler

5.16 Simulator of conditions variations at the PVSS level
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5.17 Storage of software versions

5.18 Lister of selected events for input to preordering tool

Appendix A. List of things planned to be monitored
A.1 Monitoring from software, using reconstructed objects:
i.

Refraction index, using saturated tracks

ii. Mirror alignment
iii. PID performance with D*

A.2 External monitoring
i.

PVSS archive update filter and update rate monitoring

ii. PVSStoonline CondDB update filter and update rate monitoring
iii. PVSStooffline CondDB update filter and update rate monitoring
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